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THE IMPORTANCE OF PATIENCE 

 

I’m 13 years old. I don’t like my training center’s English Teacher. One day in the English 

class I was talking to my friend while teacher was explaining something, then he looked at me 

and said “If you are not going to listen, leave the class.” and I did what he said. But somehow, 

I was the one that turn out to be wrong. When I left the classroom, he called me back. In the 

classroom he scolded me and I replied to him saying I just did what he said, honestly, I think 

he was mad at me. He called the principal. The principal came and took me to his room. I 

thought he was also going to scold me but instead with a calm voice he gave me a lesson about 

what I should’ve do. He told me about rather than leaving the classroom and disrespecting the 

teacher I should’ve wait for breaktime and told him that I don’t want to join English classes and 

I don’t like the teacher. He also gave me the permission to enter other classes instead of English. 

After 2 days passed, I apologized to my English Teacher.  Actually, I didn’t want to apologize 

but I thought about the things that happened, and I didn’t want them to happen again. Even 

though I apologized I didn’t enter his classes for 4 months. My family also didn’t scold me and 

also told me about I should’ve not disrespect the teacher and wait until the breaktime. At the 

end I learned how important waiting and patience can be. Sometimes u just need to wait and 

explain the situation to someone who is an elder. Maybe if I didn’t try to solve my problems 

myself, I wasn’t going to be in this situation. This experience added many important feelings in 

my life. Don’t forget, patience is the key of overcoming a conflict. 
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